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'Coalition News' - the official newsletter
of the Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled People.

For further information on items appearing in this newsletter,
or to submit articles for inclusion in future issues,

please contact: Ian Stanton (Information/Publicity Worker)
on 061-224 2722.

Note: Theviews expressed in this newsletter do not necessarily represent official
policies of the Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled People.

Coalition Update
Sometimes more than others it seems

like you're banging your head against a
brick wall. Opening the mail and seeing a
job advert from the Arts Council for an "As
sistant Planning Officer" relating to the Arts
Council's Code of Practice on Arts and Dis

ability should have been an encouraging ex
perience. Perhaps, at last, the Arts Council
are taking disabled peoples' issues serious
ly and have finally decided to blow the dust
off that toothless Code of Practice. Perhaps
they are heralding a new dawn in recognis
ing the right of disabled people to have con
trol of their own arts projects and their own
budget to work with, the right to have the de
ciding vote in policies affecting them, the
right to have the same access to arts fa
cilities as anyone else?

No such luck, I'm afraid! The Arts Coun
cil compounded the appalling gaff they
made in appointing a non-disabled disability
arts worker (Dr Linda Moss) a year ago with
a job advert that contains no invitationfor
disabled people to apply and no access de
tails about the workplace.

This arrives in the same week as the

Arts Council apply for an exemption certifi
cate so that they don't have to employ 3%

disabled people!

The Arts Council really will have to
change its ways; or it may find that the fury
directed at the Carnegie Council's "Arta-
bility" conference two years ago might, justi
fiably, be rekindled in a mass demonstration
against them!

Thankfully, not all on the horizon is
doom and gloom. A splendid response to
the Information Sheet questionaires and to
the recently mailed-out posters provides a
lot of hope and encouragement. The pos
ters, particularly, appear to have reached a
whole new group of people, and the num
ber of contacts made as a result has been

enormous.

So what else has the Coalition been up
to since our last edition?

Well, we've:

* waved a tearful farewell to former Chair
Judith Holman, who flew off to Belize to do
Voluntary Work Overseas

* elected new officers as a result of Judith's

leaving. Kevin Hyett takes over as Chair,
CathyAvison as Vice Chair, and Neville
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Strowger as Secretary

*appointed a secondresearch worker to
lay the foundations for a Disability Aware
ness Training project

* received a grant of £15,000 from Grana
da's Telethon Trust to fund a Co-ordinator
tosee theabove project safelythrough it's
first 12 months

*been closely involved inthe recruitment
and selection of North West Shape's new
Disability Field Worker. Two GMCDP Execu
tive Council members are now directors of
Shape

* continued toprovide support and close in
volvement in a transport conference being
organisedbyRochdale &District Disability
Action Group

been involved with Manchester Open Col-
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legeFederation in looking at their accredita
tion process for their courses, and sugges
tinghow to make their courses more
accessible to disabled people

* offered advice and help to a group of dis
abledpeople in Calderdale who are hoping
to set up a Coalition

* attended the Naidex exhibition in London,
and the accompanying RADAR Transport
Conference. This was only a small part of
GMCDP's heavyinvolvement in transport is
sues (see Lorraine Gradwell's report inside)

* been invited to exhibitat this year's North
ern Naidex

*agreed to make a £1.50per copy charge
non-members who wish to receive "Coali
tion News"

%PROPER

^ TRANSP°KT

%EVENTS

^ap>
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5^*& Apologies to John Mason, who pro
vided the excellent photos of the BCODP
demo for the last edition of Coalition
News and didn't get a credit.



»AGEL ON THE BOX!

Martin Paget, GMCDP Executive Coun
cil member, has had several brushes with
television programmes recently, some
closer than others, in this article, which we
hope will herald the birth ofa regular fea
ture, Martin examines how television treats
disabled people

Mastermind

For some time nowIhave been wanting
to raise the subject ofdisabled people and
television, but have never bothered to sit
down and actually writeanything. However,
a recent edition of Mastermind, and the
Link programme that was made in Manches
ter, have managed to wind me up enough
to get around to producing this article.

Lets start by looking at Mastermind, and
in particular the programme shown in
January which featured a disabled contest
ant. The contest opened in the usual way
with the introduction of the participants, so
far so good. The first three people were
asked, in turn, to take their place in the fa
mous "black chair", in order to answer ques
tions on their specialist subjects. Still
nothing unusual enough to cause me to pay
anymore than a passing interest in the pro
gramme - you see I've never been able to
answer any questions in the first part of the
show, I'm more interested in the general
knowledge round.

And then it happened! The lights went
up, and the cameras switched to Magnus.
We were then told that the fourth contestant
would be making a piece of history by being
the first person NOT to sit in the black
chair; the reason being that the woman "is
confined to a wheelchair". Instead of asking
her to take her place, Magnus proceeded to
call the Floor Manager to "wheel her into
position". There was absolutely no need for
this, apart from to present the individual in a
position of dependency.

This appears to be typical of the treat
ment that disabled people face when ap-
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pearing on "mainstream" programmes.
Every effort seems to be made to portray
us as being weak and dependent on others.
Instead of speaking directly to us, the "does
s/he take sugar" syndrome comes into play.

It may be that Magnus wanted to make
the point that very few disabled people ap
pear on television, or that he was providing
a service to visually impaired listeners; but
(call me a cynic ifyou like) I don't think that
is likely, and even if it was there were better
ways of doing it.

The last laugh, however, goes to the dis
abled contestant, who not only won, she
also equalled the record for the highest
score ever achieved on the programme!
This at least went some way to redress the
appallingly, patronising treatment that she
had been subjected to. (You'll also be
pleased to know that I managed to answer
quite a few of the general knowledge ques
tions).

Link

Now for a look at the other side of televi

sion, our own "magazine" programmes. You
know the ones: Link, Same Difference, 1 in
4, and all the others I have missed out.

My main criticism of these programmes
is that they tend to be very, very BORING! I
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would like to know who is responsible for
the rubbish that we are forced to endure.

Are these programmes produced for our
benefit, or merely to line the pockets of the
production companies? To what extent are
disabled people involved in the design and
production of programmes? How relevant
are they, and does anyone ever watch
them? Answers please to Coalition News.

Again, Iwould like to concentrate on
one programme in particular. I have chosen
to highlight the programme made by Link
on how Manchester has become regarded
as "Access City". Now, the way in which dis
abled people have organised and cam
paigned for good access within this City is
not a boring subject, (I know because I've
been involved for the last five years, and I
don't like doing boring things!) at least not
until it has been featured on television!

It was intended that the programme
should emphasise how organisations con
trolled by disabled people and the City
Council had managed to work together in
order to achieve tremendous improvements
in access. Central to this partnership was
the recognition that the Authority had the re
sources, and that disabled people had the
knowledge and commitment to fight for
change.

Interviews were recorded with many of
the people who had played an active role in
the access campaign. We wanted to ensure
that the programme involved as many
people as possible to highlight the fact that
the success which we had achieved had

been as a result of collective action - and

also to make it more interesting for the
viewer.

Above all, we wanted the programme to

It's a hard life - Link's camera crew prepare to film
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Link" interviewMartin Paget in the Coalition office

show what can be achieved, and for it
to be used as example that other organisa
tions controlled by disabled people could
adopt/adapt to enable them to make the
progress that we have enjoyed. Unfortunate
ly, this is not howthe programme ended up.

After spending two and a halfdays in
luxurious hotel accommodation the produc-

tion crew left Manchester to return to Lon

don and begin the process of editing the
film to produce the final programme.

This is where things went disastrously
wrong!

After planning the interviews and ex
plaining our general aims for the pro
gramme we were not invited to be involved

in the editing (a lesson that
will be learnt for the future).
As a result we did not know

what would finally appear on
the screen.

What was eventually
screened bore very little re
semblance to the pro
gramme that we had
originally envisaged. Instead
of being the content of one
whole programme (as had

Jin/Rift?-
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been agreed) we were given less than ten
minutes at the end of a very tedious article
on holiday centres which accepted disabled
children. Instead of being a programme that
highlighted collective action, we were
presented with what appeared to be a dis
cussion between the Leader of the Council
and a Council employee. Instead of being in
teresting the whole programme was bloody
boring!

"Link11 managed to anger
many of us and further our
disillusionment with the
media

All that the programme managed to
achieve was to anger many of us who had
been involved, and to further our disillusion
ment with the media.

Where do we go from here?
How can we ensure that television pro

gramme producers stop wasting money (in
the case of the BBC OUR money) on rub
bish?

Is there anyone involved in the produc
tion of programmes that we can trust?

Is the solution the formation ofour pro
duction company owned and controlled by
us?

If youhave anycomments onanyof the
issues raised above please send themto
Coalition News. Iwould be particularly inter-
ested inreceiving the comments ofanyone
directly involved in themaking of television
programmes. I've hadmysay nowit'syour
turn...

OPEN AIR?

This article is being written onTuesday
31 January, immediately afteran OpenAir
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programme which was supposed to feature
representatives of the Coalition. I have in
cluded this introduction to try and give an in
sight into why Iam so very, very angry, irate,
livid and generally annoyed (do you get the
impression that Iam not happy?)

Lastweek we were approached by a re
searcher from the BBCasking if itwould be
possible to include people from the Coali
tion ina programme being made for Open
Air, on the subject of the media's presenta
tion of disabled people in news and current
affairs and also looking at the role of special
istdisabled people's programmes (particu
larly Same Difference). The plan was to
send an outside broadcast team to the
Coalition to provide a live link-up with the
programme.

By the end of the week we were in
formed that the programme would now be
examining the subjectofAdult Training Cen
tres as well as the issues mentioned above.
Another change that was revealed was that
the Coalition would not be used for a live
link-up, but we were asked to nominate a
representative to appear live in the studio.
Wewere given until Monday to decide who
would be representing us.

pfrEt&K*
After much discussion itwas felt that we

would beat a disadvantage having only one
representative in the studio (given that we
would be up against people who make their
living outofappearing on the box), and we
were therefore going to ask for two people
to representus. On Monday morning the
BBC called to saythatthe emphasis ofthe



programme had been changed again (!)
and that we would not be required to ap
pear on the programme at all - apparently
the studio would be too full with us there -
the live link-up would now be coming from
Selnec and the Coalition would be involved
via a telephone link.

We were being messed
around! Worse was to come

If you are still following this, you would,
perhaps, have come to the conclusion that
we were being messed around! Worse was
still to come...

We have now reached Tuesday morn-
Pefer White, presenter of "Same

Difference"

8

.and Martin Duffy, producer and free-fall
parachutist

d
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'ng and the programme will scon be going
out. The first instalment at nine o'clock
came live from Selnec, and included an in
terview with the manager (able-bodied of
course), and included a question from a
deaf worker asking why both Open Air and

" waitin' forsomebody to call"

Same Difference failed to provide a signer
or subtitles (interesting to note that this
question was not answered until much later
on).

Whilst this was going on the Beeb rang
the Coalition to make sure that myself and
Lorraine had interesting questions to ask
Peter White (presenter of Same Difference)
and Martin Duffy (programme producer
from the Ideas Factory and part-time free
fall parachutist). We were then informed that
we would be called back at the start of the

discussion in order to put our questions.
From 11.30 to a little before 12 o'clock

we patiently sat listening to the programme,
via the telephone, awaiting the opportunity
to participate. And then the programme
ended! We had wasted all morning hanging
on the phone and they never even took our
questions!

As the programme was ending a person
at the BBC came on to apologise for not in
cluding us, explaining that the discussions
had been so interesting that they had over
run. (The programme did, however, find
time to include people who had rung after
the programme had started.)

So, why am I so angry?
I think it may have something to do with
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the fact that I have just wasted a whole
morning of my lifedoing nothing. It is also
because of the way in which the media
seems to believe that it can treat us as little

puppets, waiting for them to pull our strings.

"You can't trust the media

to make accurate and reflec

tive programmes11

More importantly, is that a programme
which was supposed to be examining why
disabled people are excluded from televi
sion, then proceeded to exclude us, after
going to so much trouble to contact us in
the first place. What we ended up with was
two professional television personalities
speaking on behalf of the disabled peoples'
movement, which I feel is quite disgraceful.

I can only hope that the BBC will note
the comments which were made to them im

mediately after the programme, and will
now arrange our 'right to reply'. If the media
are really interested in including disabled
people then let's see them arrange a pro
gramme which highlights the campaigns
and issues raised by organisations control
led by disabled people.

I'll end with a quote from Peter White,
which was used to explain why the Same
Difference programme exists,

"You can't trust the media to make ac

curate and reflective programmes".
Lets not forget, though, that Peter is a

part of the Institution that he is attacking.

(Acopy of this article is to be sent to
the BBC, Iawait their replywith interest).

Martin Pagel.

THE LIGHTER SIDE

Anyone with sharp eyes reading a transcript of a memo
submitted by the RNID to the Select Committee on the
Televising of the House of Commons will notice that
Hansard has done less than an efficient job at proof
reading
A small allocation of extra resources will be needed, but
the cost must be borne if dead people are to be allowed
to take their part in democratic proceedings.
..^.that's real democracy!
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RIGHTS AND WRONGS

(based on an interview with Brian AbelI)

Brian Abell lives in a flat in Manchester,
which he shares with a ferocious looking
Dobermann. He's been living there for two
years now, and during this time he's had a
more or less harmonious relationship with
the local Social Services department which
provides him with personal care on a 24-
hour basis. On the face of it, Brian is living
independently and in complete control of
his own life, but all is not as it seems. The
truth is that Brian is in control just as long as
the decisions he makes are considered

"safe" by the City Council's legal advisors.
This state of affairs was highlighted by a

recent incident. Brian, like most of us, is par
tial to the odd drink now and again. He's
also on prescribed medication. For the past
fourteen and a half years this hasn't caused
any problems - Brian has judged for himself
whether or not to take his medicine after al

cohol and has never come to any harm
through it.

On this particular occasion, however,
Brian (after drinking alcohol) asked his carer
to dispense his medication. The carer had
spotted the instruction "Not to be taken with
alcohol" on the bottles and judged it poten
tially dangerous to enable Brian to take the
drugs, but reluctantly agreed to do so.

the matter was passed
from one person to another
until it finally came to rest
with the council's lawyers

Brian was annoyed by what he con
sidered an infringement of his right to make
his own decisions (whatever the risk to him
self) and took the matter up with his care or
ganiser and social worker.

In classic bureaucratic style, the matter

10

was passed on from one person to another
until it finally came to rest with the council's
lawyers. Not a group of people renowned
for their radicalism (where social services
are concerned, anyway) they advised that
should any harm come to Brian through
combining alcohol with prescribed drugs
then the person who had enabled him to
take them (and the social services depart
ment) would be liable. In other words, they
could be sued by either Brian or his family
for being negligent when they could "reason
ably" have foreseen a harmful outcome to
their actions.

Brian's own lawyer confirmed that this
was the case.

Councillors must make a

decision about how much

control they want disabled
people to have over their
own lives.

Having gone this far there was no turn
ing back. Brian and his carers were in a po
sition where the carers, not Brian himself,
must judge how much risk he may take.
Even though it is highly unlikely that Brian
or his family would sue anyone ifany harm
came to him as a result of one of his own de
cisions, he was still dependent on the good
will of his carers to accept this. Who could
blame them for deciding not to take that risk
knowing they could be liable?

In order to try to remedy the situation,
Brian has offered to sign an indemnity - i.e.
a document stating that he will take full re
sponsibility for his own decisions, and will
not hold anyone else liable for any harm
that may come to him as a result. At present
no-one in social services will draw up such
a document, and there is some doubt about
whether it would stand up in a court of law
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(i.e. his carers could still be liable).
Brian is also asking the council to in

demnify its workers so that if anything did
happen to him they would not be individ
ually liable.

Councillors must make a decision

about how much control they reallywant
disabled people to have over their own
lives. Brian's opinion is that the root of his
problem lies in the fact that no- one in this
country actually has any rights because we
don't have a written Constitution, and is
thinking of getting involved with a campaign
fora Bill of Rights (Charter '88).

Most of the time, of course, individuals
and their carers will work out the ground
rules of their relationship for themselves,
and disabled people living independently
will be able to take risks. However, as long
as assistance is needed from another per
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son then the final decision is taken out of
the hands of the disabled person and this is
supported passively by the law.

Brian's situation raises some interesting
questions:

How can we be sure of controllingour
own care support?

Would disabled people be better served
if we had rights in law?

How far should we expect our carers to
go to enable us to take risks? What is our re
sponsibility to them?

I'dbe interested in the thoughts of
Coalition members about these questions,
and any other issues raised in this article.

Kathy Avison

Vice Chair, GMCDP.
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Major Problem

One could be forgiven for thinking that
the Chancellor's budget this Spring might
be full of good news for disabled people.
This optimism arises from the news that Mr
Lawson is being advised this time by Mr
John Major, former Minister for the Disabled.

But hold on! Wasn't this the bright
spark who claimed that the most regular
complaint he heard from disabled people

12

was that they were paying too nuch tax? At
the same time as a report was published
which showed that two-thirds of all disabled

people in this country were living below the
poverty line!

It's hard to believe that someone living
in a damp flat in central Manchester, surviv
ing on Income support and worrying how
they'll cope when the poll tax is introduced,
is also up in arms at the prospect of a 40%
tax bill on last year's hard earned millions.

Maybe this just shows what kind of dis
abled people a Minister for the Disabled
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British Fail-AGAIN!

You may remember that, in the last edi
tion of Coalition News, Scorpio highlighted
the complicated route which needed to be
negotiated in order to obtain a Disabled Per
sons Railcard? Well, here comes more
news of British Rail's shortcomings....

These forward-thinking people have re
introduced 3rd Class travel (though one
might reasonably say that disabled people
have been travelling 3rd class all along on
the many routes where they must travel in
the guard's van!).

On certain peak period services be
tween Manchester and London, the follow
ing travel options are available:

1st Class - for holders of 1st Class tic
kets; offers full waiter/waitress service.

Silver Standard - for holders of standard
(2nd Class) tickets, without use of railcards;
offers a complimentary light breakfast or tea
and biccies.

Standard - for holders of standard class
tickets who use railcards (3rd Class) who
get NONE of these mouth-watering (?)
extras.

On Inter-City trains there are two seats
reserved for disabled people - one in the 1st
Class compartment which can be removed,
and one other for those who do not need a

seat to be removed. If you ask for assist
ance when you make your seat reservation,
British Rail should automatically issue seat
"01-D" in carriage "F", the seat reserved for
disabled passengers. Unforunately, carriage
"F" is designated as Silver Standard - i.e. for
the use of passengers without railcards -
and, as one passenger found out, rules are
rules!

On trying to take up the specified "dis
abled seat" (the one automatically issued to
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them when they booked) our intrepid trav-
veller was told in no uncertain terms that,
because they'd used a railcard, they would
not be allowed to use the seat that British
Rail had booked for them!

The train left in 3 minutes a seat had
to be found the train was full at last,
with the train thundering towards Stockport,
a seat appeared and sanctuary was assured.

This is just another example of B.R.'s in
eptitude. If their own staff don't understand
B.R.'s rules, what chance does the ordinary
passenger have?

Grim-sby Town

A recent report on "Sporton 4", the Sat
urday sports progamme from BBC Radio 4,
highlighted the existence of the Grimsby
Town Disabled Supporters Club.

These brave souls not only attend all
home matches, but follow their football
team to away games as well.This takes
them from as far north as Darlington to as
far south as Torquay.

The team's form this season hardly in
spires any kind of fanatical support: played
27, won 8! Their position in Division 4? 17th
out of 24 teams!

The reporter, not surprisingly, focussed
his attention on how "brave" these suppor
ters were, facing up to adversity in the face
of their impairments etc etc etc. One can't
help feeling that it requires much more
bravery and strength in the face of adversity
to be a Grimsby Town supporter than it
does to be disabled!

Scorpio will be back in our next edition.
//• the meantime -

"WATCH YER BOOTS!"

,\DSec**
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THE TRANSPORT DEBATE CONTINUES.

It seems that scarcelya daygoes by
without somenewdevelopment in the saga
ofpublic/"Special Needs" transport in
Greater Manchester. Lorraine Gradwell,
GMCDP Development Worker, outlines re
cent events:

What's happening?- officially

The PTA Disabled People's Working
Group has been meeting now since late
summer 1987, during which time I have
chaired that group through some "lively"
meetings. It is felt by the Executive Commit
tee of GMCDP that 18 months is quite long
enough, and I must admit that I agree. On
the 13th February the group elected a new
chair, Ron Goulden, who is the Manchester
DisabilityForum (MDF) representative to the
Working Group; Iwas elected as vice-chair
and will continue to attend meetings as the
GMCDP representative.

I think it is probably true to say that
most of the people involved in the business
of the Working Group have learnt a lot in
these last eighteen months, PTA officers
and Councillors as wellas disabled people
and others from the voluntary sector.

...many members fee! we
are only being told half a
story by the PTA

The Group is currently in the process of
delivering its response to the PTA's Policy
Review, a most important document which
outlines the future planned for us by the
PTAin terms of public transport. The role of
the Working Group has not been easy,
many members feeling that we were only
ever being told half a story by the PTA, and
that that was 100% more than we were ever
told by the PTE.

As I may have said before, the Policy
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Review was approved by the PTA's Policy
Committee on the 28th October, and sev
eral of its recommendations have actually
been carried out. Thissits rather uneasily
alongside the fact that the deadline for re
sponses to that same document is now the
end of February. So, for example, plans are
welladvanced in many districts of Greater
Manchester for the setting up of local "Con
sultative Committees" to deal with local intro
duction of Ring-and-Ride schemes, indeed
many have actually met several times, even
though the PTA have only just received the
comments on that initiative from their OWN

Working Group.

...the PTA only listen when
we say what they want to
hear

Feelings are high among many Working
Group members that the PTA only listen
when we say what they want to hear. How
are we to deal with this when our very valid
comments are ignored and unanswered?

Which comments? you might say. - A
few examples; we do not think that enough
research is being done into alternatives in
transport provision, we do not think enough
notice is taken of community transport pro
viders, we are not of the opinion that the
PTA's policy on door-to-door transport
should consist solely of Ring- and-Ride, we
do not think the right vehicles are being
used by the PTA, and we do not consider
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that the PTA are doing enough to promote
accessibility on mainstream services.

The Group has also had comments to
make about the consultation processes,
and about the kindest comment that CAN

be made is that the PTA have not handled it

well.

What's happening? - unofficially

So, where are we up to? Plans to ex
tend Ring-and-Ride into Salford, Trafford,
and Oldham are rumbling on, albeit "in prin
ciple", which means that it IS happening but
it isn't happening OFFICIALLY. It can't hap
pen OFFICIALLY because it is still the sub
ject of consultation.

Do you see?

These items seem pretty
official to me!

The agenda for the February "Consulta
tive Committee" meeting in Trafford, which,

SoftKV'FuLLuW)
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remember, is not OFFICIALLY convened,
contained such items as "Appointment of
Chairman to Local Consultative Group and
review of membership" and "Consideration
of Draft job description and advert for posi
tion of Controller designate."

Now these items seem pretty official to
me.

So, for example, (bear with me because
this pretty complicated, not to mention te
dious) there are plans to appoint a control
ler in Trafford for a scheme planned by the
PTA - but the PTAdo not yet know whether
or not their Working Group approve the
scheme in the FIRST place!

Now, what ifthe Working Group say
that they do NOT think it a good idea? What
then?

And what if the local representatives
who attend the local consultative meeting
say that they do not want exactly what is on
offer, but something similar? What then?

But that last one was a trick question -
we know the answer because it already hap
pened. At the Trafford meeting the five dis
abled people present, all of them well
versed in the issues, said they wanted some-
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thing different to what was on offer, and all
were told in no uncertain terms by a local
PTA councillor that they should take what
they were offered.

...disabled people were
told it was "Ring & Ride11 or
nothing by a PTA councillor

Indeed, the disabled people voted
AGAINST a "Ring-and-Ride"-type operating
zone whilst the other people present (appar
ently able- bodied) voted in FAVOUR of an
operating zone, those in favour including
two Trafford Councillors and one ex-council

lor!

And at an Oldham meeting disabled
people were told that it was "Ring-and-Ride"
or nothing by a PTA councillor.

Democracy rules! Okay?
These are only two instances, two out

of the ten districts which make up Greater
Manchester: no doubt

there are others.

local people so that they can hopefully be
well informed about what is proposed and
what is possible. They are also considering
commissioning research of their own, from
independent transport consultants, as to
what are feasible transport options for dis
abled people in Rochdale.

If people at the conference say that they
want something other than what is on offer,
will the PTA take note?

Other considerations

Other considerations in the PTA's Pol

icy Review include taxis. In London now,
ALL new taxis (black cabs) must be capable
of carrying a wheelchair (plus occupant of
course), and by the year 2000 ALL taxis on
the road in London must be wheelchair ac-

cessi ble. If it's good enough for Lon
don !

Carbodies, the firm who produce the
original "London Taxi" recently launched
their "Fairway", a production line accessible
model, developed more as a competitive re
action to the "Metrocab" than out of any re-

Rochdale conference -

what if ?

Two of the Greater

Manchester districts,
Stockport and Roch
dale, are to have door-
to-door schemes by
October 1989, and are
also to have semi-fixed

accessible routes estab

lished - subject to con
sultation of course.

Now in Rochdale

people are not so sure
that this proposed
scheme is what they
want, and they are orga
nising a conference for

c8® d&

...with apologies to Ivor Wood
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gard for improving transport options for dis
abled people, cynics might say.

Nevertheless, new black cabs will ALL
be accessible from February 1989 onwards.
When you are looking along the taxi rank,
watch out for the new registrations!

...this is an area where

real progress could be made

Recommendation 16 of the PTA's Pol
icy Review is "That the Authority write to indi
vidual districts to ascertain taxi licencing
policies". This is an area where real pro
gress could be made in improving MAIN

STREAM provision, but no, instead we have
proposals for disabled people to only be
able to book a black cab through a "Mobility
Centre" (read Ring-and-Ride office).

Do we REALLY want to

have to book our taxis

through a centre, of which
we have to be a member?

Do we REALLY want to have to book
our taxis through a centre, of which we have
to be a member? Will there be enough taxis
left over for people who prefer to book them
independently, as the rest of the public do?
And do we REALLY want to cross Greater
Manchester in a series of short journeys
from centre to centre across the county?

Door-to-door-to-door-to-door, as it were!
And is it true that no-one amongst the

planners had realised that these mobility
centres would have to be accessible, until it
was pointed out to them?

The appointment of staff for the new
schemes would also seem a dubious pro
cess - will an Equal Opportunities policy
operate, are disabled people happy with the

new black cabs willall be accessible from 1989

February 1989
17



job descriptions, are there positive moves
to EMPLOY disabled people?

The very fact that these questions have
to be asked shows that the whole exercise
is NOT being carried out in a spirit of co
operation on the part of the PTA/E.

More door-to-door

Back to the vexing subject of door-to-
door transport. I must admit that I was
rather crestfallen a couple of months ago
when a senior policy officer from the PTA
asked me WHY people didn't like the Ring-
and-Ride model. Had we really not made
ourselves clear?

A full answer as to why planners are so
keen on Ring-and-Ride can no doubt be
had from the National Advisory Unit on
Community Transport who promote the
Ring-and-Ride model heavily, but the follow
ing features are the main ones that make it
so irresistible for them - a claimed low trip
cost, cost-effectiveness, a high technology
operating system, small operating area.

A pity all these criteria cannot be ap
plied to public transport in general! But it
can't be, because it does not reflect what
the travelling public wants.

...it is separate, segre
gated, inappropriate provi
sion which provides nothing
more than a stop-gap

Neither does it reflect what disabled

people want - it reflects what planners SAY
we want. This is why many disabled people
do not agree with the Ring-and-Ride model •
it is seperate, segregated, inapproprate pro
vision which provides nothing more than a
stop-gap service for a minority of disabled
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people.

When reading the background to the
Policy Review the image created of the aver
age disabled person needing transport is
one of someone who is poor, elderly, nerv
ous of going out. Someone who finds it diffi
cult to put on their coat, rarely travels more
than three miles, and only ever goes out to
visit friends, the local shops, or to play
bingo; and what they really want is a friend
ly, escorted, door-to-door service staffed by
drivers who are well on the way to being
qualified doctors!

This is the transport planners' "special
needs" equivalent of the fit, healthy, white,
male, thirty-year-old, and unencumbered by
either small children or large shopping
bags. Average public transport user? No, -
they are both a statisticians' invention, albeit
a minority part of the travelling public.

What is hard to imagine is how local
transport planners will be convinced to try
different systems, so strong is the Ring-and-
Ride hold over them that door-to-door alter
natives are not being either researched or
proposed, despite many disabled people re
questing that that happens. And where are
the resources to commit to such research?
Why, with transport planners and the NAU.

Still, we live and learn.

Other developments

Other developments on the transport
scene include a trip to Sweden to an interna
tional conference on transport for elderly
and/or disabled people. About this time last

Coalition News



year when details of the conference first
came to the GMCDP office I passed it on to
the PTA with the suggestion that they fund a
delegation from the Disabled People's and
the Elderly Person's Working Groups. This
they have agreed to, but only ONE repre
sentative from each group, plus two council
lors, and an as yet unspecified number of
officers (employees) of the PTA/E. Late ap
proaches have been made by the PTAto
conference organisers to present a paper
on PTA's proposed "integrated" transport
system, which would mean of course that
the officers presenting the paper would
have all expenses met: neat, eh?

Could the PTA be worried

about a little criticism?

If this approach were to be successful,
then the PTA could afford to send more
Working Group repreentatives Couldn't
it?

Oh yes, one more thing, itwas pointed
out to me by a PTA policy officer that the
Working Group representatives who DO go
will be representing the PTA, not the Work
ing Group. Could the PTA be worried about
a little criticism? Surely not!

Metrolink

Plans for the Metrolink Light Rapid Tran
sit system are gathering momentum, firms
have now submitted tenders to operate the
system, GM Buses amomgst them, and the
sifting out process isabout to begin. Many
people have expressed concern that al
though the PTA have committed themselves
to full accessibility of the system and its in
frastructure (stations, etc), will they be able
to enforce accessibility throughout the ten
dering process?

The co-ordinator of Manchester Dis
ability Forum recently wrote to the Clerk to
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the PTA, Howard Bernstein, about these
worries, and had a most reassuring reply to
the effect that the provisions in the tende
ring invitations were explicit and binding,
and offering to arrange a meeting to discuss
the concerns. Most reassuring.

Happy Ending?

It's not an easy thing to do in these
transport articles, but for once I find myself
in the position of being able to end on a
happy note. In County Durham the first
mainstream tendered bus services are now

operating using the CVE Omni bus, seen by
some Working Group members at the Nai
dex exhibition at Alexandra Palace at the
end of last year.

Such a sensible vehicle.

This bus has such a lowfloor height
that the entrance is almost level alongside a
pavement. It also has adjustable back sus
pension, so that the floor at the back can be
lowered still further, plus a built-in ramp
which slides out easily from under the floor
at the back. Imagine, you could wheel or
walkstraight in, you could push a pram or a
buggy straight in, your shopping trolley
would not have to be lugged up the steps.
Such a sensible vehicle - not ENTIRELY the
right answer, but a huge step inthe right di
rection.

As I said at the beginning of this article,
Iwill no longer be chairing the Working
Group but will continue to be a member,
representing GMCDP.! wish the new chair
the best of luck forwhat isan exacting task,
and only hope that they remember that the
Working Group is well placed to have con
siderable influence on future transport provi
sionfor disabled people, and to mymind
that means continuing to challengethe PTA
to rise to the occa sion.
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Football Hooligan

by Martin Page!

It's Saturday, t' big match is near,
Get out my rattle, practice m' cheer
"Come on ya blues" is what I yell,
"Get that defender, kick him to hell".

I'm a tough nut, I'll never crack,
Bottle is something the others lack.
All of the lads look up t' me,
And I protect them - for a small fee.

Pull on m' boots, pick up m' hat,
Now is the time to end idle chat.

Run down the stairs, into my foe

Oh! Come on mummy, please let me

go

Prescribed Addiction

by Martin Paget

Red and white and black and blue,
Poisoned smarties just for you,
Sweets in colour and in taste,
Handed out with undue haste.

Pills to help you sleep and rest,
Pills to make you feel your best,
Pills for slightly runny nose,
Pills to take hair off your toes.

Doctors give them to save time,
Taking people past their prime,
As they never get too close,
They don't see the overdose.

Slowly wasting until death
Draws in a last painful breath,
They will soon have kicked the craze,
Lowered into their fresh graves.

Graphics by Hilary Martin



The Switch

by Margaret Shaw

Hidden deep Inside me

Is a switch,

So deep that no-one knows.
Somehow YOU knewl

You came and switched me on.

Nothing looked the same.
From living In life's shade,

Miraculously I came
Into intoxicating light,
I was absorbed and inflamed

As I shone all through the day

And long into the night for you.

The world seemed crystal clear,

Until you'd had enough.

Then you turned and switched me off.

Alone

by Margaret Shaw

In the massive monster city,

On roller-coaster escalators

I see nameless moving faces,

But the thing that most astounds me,
No-one knows what each one's thinking,

While inside myself I'm shrinking,
I am alone.

At the merry Christmas party,
With friends who couldn't care less,

They don't even scatch my surface.
With their minds so superficial

And their thoughts so prejudicial,
They don't care what I am thinking,
While inside myself I'm shrinking,

I am alone.

In our home we sit together,

And our life looks so complete,

But now our love is obsolete.

We are in dual isolation,

Marriage can't be my vocation,
You don't know what I am thinking,

Or that inside myself I'm shrinking,

I am alone.

Graphics by Nicola Jobson



WHAT IS "DISABILITY CULTURE"?

Simon Brisenden is a well-known dis
abled poet and activist. In this article Simon
examines the issues surrounding "Disability
Culture":

Some disabled people avoid the issues
of disability culture simply because it
touches areas of their lives that they would
rather not think about. If you have carved
out a life against all the odds as an alien in a
non-disabled world, you do not want to
think too hard about the price you have had
to pay.

You may not want to think, for instance,
about the world of disabled people, for you
now belong to a different world. The idea of
a culture of people with disabilities, a set of
common experiences and aspirations be
longing to us all, seems to undermine every
thing you have achieved. It seems to
threaten the basis upon which you live. If
you have fought to become assimilated, to
merge with the majority, you do not want
this achievement to be knocked, you do not
want to be reminded of what you have left
behind.

The urge to become part
of "normality" leads one to
devalue the world of dis

abled people

The overwhelming urge to become part
of "normality" leads one to devalue the
world of disabled people and to avoid con
tact with that world. It leads one to avoid

like the plague any association with other
disabled people and their organisations.

The concept of disability culture is dee
ply threatening to this point of view because
it values the lives and experiences of dis
abled people as important in themselves.
More than this, it says that the world of dis
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abled people should be valuec on a par
with the world of "disability".

The idea of disability culture begins with
the recognition that we are valuable people
in ourselves, and that we need not avoid

each other or hide behind a cloak of false in

tegration. We no longer need to build our
lives on a denial and disvaluing of our back
ground and the experiences of pain and
triumph, sadness and joy, which form the re
ality of our upbringing. Disability culture is
being built upon a ruthless honesty about
the people we are and the role we play in so
ciety.

Out of the recognition of our value
comes the ability to organise ourselves, to
put on events, to mobilise our forces, to pro
duce works of art, to run workshops and

Simon Brisenden
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newsletters and generally get together and
share the common language of our experi
ences. Only people who value themselves,
and listen carefully to their own voices have
a culture of their own, rather than a second
hand culture gifted to them as the price of a
silent acquiescence to unthinking "nor
mality".

It is the things we cannot
forget as well as the things
we want to remember

So what is disability culture? It is, in
general terms, that which is common to our
lives and which informs our thoughts and
activities. It is our aspirations and our
dreams as well as our struggles and our
nightmares. It is the things we cannot forget
as well as the things we want to remember.
It is the schools we went to, the day centres
we inhabit, but it is also the art we produce
and the organisation we have built. It is so
many things but it is no one particular thing.

Many of us have found the idea of dis
ability culture extremely valuable because it
has given us the opportunity to share experi
ences, to come out of the shell of private
confusion and into the public world of poli
tics and performance art. Speaking as a
poet it has given me the one thing Iwanted
above all else - an audience I could identify
with. This is true for other artists too, who
have been given strength and encourage
ment by the realisation that the subjects
they struggle with are not isolated incidents
but have a deeper cultural significance.

we can create a form of

politics that is born out of
our uniqueness...

February 1989

We now live in a multicultural society
and we must proudly take our place along
side other cultures and lifestyles that are de
manding a space to communicate and be
themselves. We must learn to relish our dif

ferences and not disguise them. We must
take control of our lives and our organisa
tions so that we can create a form of politics
that is born out of our uniqueness, and
which is not led by professionals or other
non-disabled people.

The culture of disability comes out of
our ghettoes as a form of defiance just as it
comes out of the ghettoes of women, black
people and ethnic minority people, gay men
and lesbian women. A ghetto is not only a
place of physical degradation, a slum, but
can also be a spritual dungeon, a psycho
logical prison in which the mind is chained
and tortured. So it is not just a question of
closing down the special schools and the
day centres but of opening up our minds to
the value of our existence. We can only
work against these mental ghettoes by get
ting together and sharing the common
themes of our lives. It can be a thrilling and
liberating experience.

...it is not just a question
of closing down the special
schools and day-centres but
of opening up our minds...

The culture of disability is the web that
binds us together on the basis of what is
common but leaves us room to move and
grow. It is built upon appreciating and va
luing manythings, including things that may
have been patronised or ignored inthe past.
For instance, an important element of our
culture is our history. We should not wait for
the academics to decide this is important,
but we must begincharting itourselves by
listening to and recording the reminiscen-
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ces of older disabled people. Their stories
are our lost history, a central element of the
culture we belong to.

But a disability culture is not only rooted
in the proper appreciation of the past, it
must also celebrate the present and the fu
ture. This sense of celebration and freedom
has been strongly in evidence at some of
the artistic events that have taken place up
and down the country, where audiences
and artists have merged together and par
ticipated in a collective event arising out of a
desire to express themselves. Disability cul
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ture is about expressing ourselves in what
ever way comes naturally, and about realis
ing that these expressions are valuable.

It is not a question of shutting ourselves
off from society, as some people seem to
think. On the contrary, we must take our
place in society fortified and empowered by
the knowledge that we do not need to dis
card our cultural identity as the price of inte
gration.

Simon Brisenden
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